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PLANNING PHASE MONTH 1-2 

80% PLANNING
Prepare- training in AMS/infection management 

- Toolbox of AMS interventions [process- adapt, endorse, adopt]
- Seek multi-stakeholders support, especially clinicians, hospital 

leadership  
- Be familiar with core elements and checklist 

- Be familiar with regional/national plans, regulations, requirements
- Assess local situation[SWOT analysis- use checklist]

- Assess systems, organization-structures, governance, laboratory 
capacity

- Assess/familiarize with prescribing culture/etiquette
- Meet with people, observe-listen, understand barriers-facilitators, 

identify champions and early adopters
- Set up AMS multi-disciplinary team committee, work with other key 

/enabling structures- IPC, Patient safety, QI, ID consultation
- Start to design an action plan- see WHO LMIC tool kit

- Embrace/seek QI/implementation science resource if available
- Consider monitoring/ dissemination, evaluation and 

communication plan  

20% IMPLEMENTATION 

Depends on resources, 
readiness, culture, priority, etc



https://www.healthcarecan.ca/wp-
content/themes/camyno/assets/document/Reports/
2016/HCC/EN/Building%20Canada%27s%20Antimicro
bial%20Stewardship%20Action%20Plan%20-
%20FINAL.pdf
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AUDIT/REVIEW METHODS TO UNDERSTAND
PROBLEM AREAS 
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IDENTIFY PRIORITY AREAS FOR AMS INTERVENTIONS- USE ANTIMICROBIAL USE/ 
QUALITY DATA OR RESISTANCE DATA OR AREAS WHERE PATIENTS AT HIGH RISK 
OF AMR

http://bsac.org.uk/antimicrobial-stewardship-from-principles-to-practice-e-
book/

Surgical 
prophylaxis 

http://bsac.org.uk/antimicrobial-stewardship-from-principles-to-practice-e-book/
















Key drivers.

Joshua K. Schaffzin et al. Pediatrics 2015;136:e1353-e1360

SURGICAL PROPHYLAXIS
”A LOW HANGING FRUIT” 



Action plan is only the 
Beginning of the journey !!! 





QUIZ: TRUE OR FALSE?

Governance is about ensuring an 
adequate and appropriate AMS team

The lack of a laboratory or one that is 
not functional is a weakness for a AMS 
programme2

A SWOT or Situa@onal analyses in the 
context of AMS provides an 
assessment of the strengths, 
weaknesses, outcomes and talents

The SWOT analysis can be done at an 
organisa@onal, opera@onal or 
popula@on level

AMS Checklists are the only method of 
collec@ng informa@on for a SWOT 
analysis
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SUMMARY 


